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Just in the last year or so, a number of repositories have introduced new business models designed to ensure open access to data and other research content.They arose, and have been gaining traction, at least in part due to the increasing emphasis on open scholarship among funders and policymakers, particularly in the US and EUJust looking at these three alone, they differ in Content type (data, or more)Breadth of the community they serve (but tend to be trans-institutional, even trans-national, and have an expansive disciplinary scope)Curation Governance Funding modelHow they market services to individual researchers, institutions, publishers, and so onThese are just three case studies that we hope will be of interest because of their currency, and surface some salient issues.We plan to explain where these business models come from, clarify misconceptions about how they workWe’d be interested in hearing from you where you think these services fit vis-à-vis traditional institutional repositories.Would also be interesting to hear from literature repositories like arXiv, SSRN, or repec if they are in the room. Other entrants like bioarXiv.So we’ll cover each one briefly and then take questions as a group, and I’ll start



Reliance on the perpetual generosity of a 
single funding source is risky 
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I’ll start w/ a horror story.  One motivation for these business models is, I think, the risk of a unique source of funding: a generous institution, or a granting organization.One day, some one in some administrative office wakes up and wonders why the organization is footing the bill for all the other stakeholders.  Or the funding agencies priorities shift, and maintenance of a successful service can’t compete with new research and new projects.In my own field, a recent example of this is the major plant genomics database, The Arabidopsis Information Resource, which curates information from the literature.  Very heavily used an beloved resource.  But curation is expensive, and the literature keeps growing, so the work and investment never ends.  It was being supported happily by NSF grant funding for about 10 years.  Attempts were made in 2009 to bring in contributions from other funders in the UK, and China, where there are large user groups, but no solution was found that would allow the results of the curation to remain open.  Just in the past year, a nonprofit called was formed to take this operation under its wing, and it transitioned to a ICSPR like model, in which only researchers at member institutions have access, and it successfully enlisted subscribers from research libraries around the world. So it’s a happy story that it remains in business.  But an unhappy story that it is no longer an open research resource as it once was.
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A diversity of beneficiaries allows for a 
diversity  of revenue sources 
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So how do we escape the risk of a single revenue source of failure?Well, here are a diversity of stakeholders in this system: scientific societies, journals, publishers, universities and libraries, researchers (and research consortia) who both produce and use scholarly content, educators/students, funders.By diversifying revenue sources across multiple entities within one stakeholder category, or even better among different categories of stakeholder, we might be able to craft a model where no single organization is contributing so much that either it requires privileged access, or would endanger the operation if it went away.
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http://datadryad.org 
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Dryad Digital Repository is a highly customized DSpace repository.Under the stewardship of a independent nonprofit organization w/ a diverse and international BoD including librarians, publishers, researchersIt is for publication (small “p”) of data underlying findings in the scientific and medical literature. Launched by a consortium of biology journals that wished to have an enforceable data archiving policy for all their authorsMandates: deposit in 15 min, costs <$100. Thus self-deposit coordinated with manuscript submission, and limited curation.Has taken off: currently publishing at a rate of about 2,500 data packages/yr. Over 20K different authors from many different countries, institutions, funding sources, etc.Strength in biology, but welcome any research data as long as a more specialized repository is lacking.  Content is from over 300 different journals (many different publishers) & growing All data are openly available, even when the article is behind a paywall (modulo embargoes). Data are unambiguously CC0.Works with publishers to ensure a persistent link between article and data and vice versa via DataCite DOI. Promote data citation and development of tech and standards to support that through projects like ODIN.Dryad makes a commitment to preservation.  Organizational failover via CLOCKSS.Currently getting quarter million downloads a year.  Five data packages published  in 2013 have already received over 1,000 downloads apiece



Sources of revenue 

o Membership fees 
o $500-$5000/yr 
o Stakeholder governance 
o Scale with community size 

o Data Publishing Charges cover operating costs 
o Storage (10x current annual cost) 
o Curation (currently 1hr per data package) 
o System upkeep (software, servers, services, etc.) 
o Business administration 

o Grants for R&D 
o Special projects 
o Technology innovation 
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From its inception, we began planning for sustainability.  Through funding from the NSF in the US, and JISC in the UK, with multiple consultancies, and a core group of about 20 committed societies/journals/publishers, we developed a sustainability plan and .Funding from NSF goes through 2016, but we are already receiving revenues and on a trajectory toward completely covering basic operating costs. We anticipate continuing to seek grants for special projects and technology innovation – these are what funders are happy to support, unlike ongoing operating costs.30 members currently. Diverse stakeholder organizations. Benefits (a) Role in governance and direction of Dryad (b) Discounts on submission fees (c) Opportunity to engage and learn along with this diverse stakeholder community how to navigate the data landscape.
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o $500-$5000/yr 
o Stakeholder governance 
o Scale with community size 

o Data Publishing Charges cover operating costs 
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Scale linearly 
with deposits  
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One thing that became apparent early on in our business modeling was the need for  economy of scale. Costs can dip below $100USD only when we publish 5-10K data packages /yrOver 1M research articles published each year in life sciences and medicine alone, so we require <1% of the literature to break even.We currently are at ~2500/yr, and have more journals lined up to integrate, including PLOS ONE, so we think this is very achievable.Above that, we receive revenues that scale with the amount of curation, so we don’t ever have to turn deposits awayWe can lower DPCs or invest a progressively greater fraction in higher levels of curation, new features, and so onWe have until 2016 to ramp up with current grant funding from NSF.



Plan Charge1 Popularity 

Subscription Annual fee based on journal volume, 
$25-30 per research publication2 

44% 
 

Pay on submission $80 per data package, paid by the 
submitter 26% 

Deferred Payment $70-75 per data package2 25% 

Pre-paid voucher $65-70 per data package2 4% 

Waivers $0 1% 
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1 Additional fees for large data packages and non-integrated submissions 
2 Member discount applies 
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Data Publishing Charges are the cornerstone of Dryad’s model for several reasons:Revenues from these charges scale with curation costs assuring that we will have the means to support increases in the curation workloadThe costs are distributed both fairly and widelyThe charges are applied when the data is submitted which is when the majority of costs are incurredDryad also waives fees for researchers in low-income countries.Discounts for bulk and members, to incentivize sponsorship.Covers costs up to 10GB total per publication (charge above that, less than 1% in 2013)Cost if journal does not have integrated submission, really want to encourage that – since it helps authors, curators, and users44% packages come through subscriptions, 26% through individuals paying on submission, 25% through deferred vouchers. Only 4% through prepaid vouchers (Sep-Dec 2013)About 1% waivers (Sep-Dec 2013)60% come through integrated submission (all of 2013)Have only been charging DPCs since Sept of last year, and surprised by the positive response. Deposits are higher now than they were before we introduced charges, and a number of organizations reached out to us unsolicited to inquire about payment plans only after we started charging.  Uncomfortable for an academic like myself to see a free service start charging, but the lessonI take away is not be afraid to put a price tag on a service you are providing if it has real value.



http://datadryad.org/pages/integratedJournals 
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Currently 24 organizations sponsoring deposits on part of their researchers.If you are supporting researchers and want to know if it will costs them to deposit in Dryad, I recommend going to this page.Over 60 journal titles covered, bySocieties (Amer Soc of Naturalists, Ecol Soc of America) sponsor their journals, roll the costs into their subscription revenuesPublisher (Pensoft) rolls the costs into their APCsEven government agencies (US Fish and Wildlife Service)Even if not listed here, may still be sponsored:Libraries (University of Rochester)Research Consortia (Canadian Healthy Oceans Network)In future, funders…



Some of the many ways organizations 
can contribute through this model 

o Any organization can 
o become a member 
o sponsor DPCs through one of several payment plans 

o Publishers can  
o integrate data and manuscript submission  

o Universities, publishers, & funders can  
o sponsor DPCs.  Failing that, they can facilitate pay 

on submission. 
o adopt open data policy policies 
o guide researchers to reputable repositories 
o fund or collaborate on R&D projects 
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What is ICPSR? 

• Repository of social science data established in 
1962 for data sharing and preservation 

• Membership-based organization -- over 750 
institutional members (colleges and universities) 
from around the world 

• Source for training in statistics and data curation 
through the Summer Program 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We provide access to data resources, including curation (or context) and preservation services to insure the data are usable and independently understandable.



http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/studies/28501 
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Curated data.



Existing Funding Models 

• Fee for access model (membership) 
• Agency model (agency funds public access) 
• Fee for deposit model (depositor funds public 

access) 
 

See also: 
http://datacommunity.icpsr.umich.edu/sites/default/files/WhitePaper_ICPSR_SDRDD_121113.pdf  

http://datacommunity.icpsr.umich.edu/sites/default/files/WhitePaper_ICPSR_SDRDD_121113.pdf


20 % 

8 % 

48 % 

24 % 

ICPSR Funding Sources (FY14) 

http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/files/membership/or/annualreport/AR2012-2013.pdf 

Sponsored Projects 

Summer Program 

Other 
Membership 



Sponsored Projects 
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Sponsored projects (topical archives) funded by the government and private foundations.



http://openicpsr.org  

http://openicpsr.org/
http://openicpsr.org/




Why openICPSR? 

• Distribution in ICPSR’s catalog and network 
• Trusted, sustainable organization (50+ years) 
• Discipline-specific metadata 
• Interface 
• Disseminate sensitive/restricted-use data 

 



openICPSR Funding Model 

• Fee for deposit model (depositor funds public 
access) 

• Curation package (depositor funds curation) 
• User fees (for costly services) 
• Infrastructure supported by ICPSR 

 



Other Possible Services (?) 

• Bulk self-deposit 
• Institutional/departmental repository 
• Journal replicated data repository 
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Source: http://www.slideshare.net/ICPSR/orientation-to-openicpsr
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Thank you! 
 

lyle@umich.edu  
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New Funding Models 

• Commercial services 
• User fees (for costly services) 
• Overhead (% grants) 
• Infrastructure (federal agencies support) 

 

See also: 
http://datacommunity.icpsr.umich.edu/sites/default/files/WhitePaper_ICPSR_SDRDD_121113.pdf  
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• What is the long-term funding stream? 
• What happens if service fails? 
• How to maximize discoverability? 
• Reach a network of researchers? 
• Abide by archival standards? 
• Handle sensitive data? 





figshare story 

citable |  shareable | discoverable 
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I wanted to solve a number problems:Poor lab book disciplineMaking research data openly availableMake research reproducible
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Backed up in multiple 
institutions around the world 

DOIs provided by DataCite at 
the California Digital Library 

Adhere to ethics of academic 
publishing, as per guidelines 

ORCID launch partner, files to 
be pushed to author profiles 

All content hosted on AWS with 
triple file storage, fast load times 
and unbeatable uptime 





Some figshare clients 
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Trussssssst – also content





figshare technology platform  

prepaid data 
packages 

store on your 
infrastructure 

pay as you 
go 

C
O
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E 

O
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N
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- Globally reduntant figshare server infrastructure 
ensuring 99.99% availability  
- 24/7 Support 
- regular upgrades 
 
 
 
 

- fully client-branded experience including client-
specific DOIs  
- placing your institutions output among more than 
1.5M datasets in figshare.com and ensuring maximal 
discoverability of your datasets  

 
 



Take home message from each of us 

• Sustainability should be the only goal in this 
space. 
 

• Diversified funding is key. 
 

• Don’t be afraid to reach out to *all* the 
beneficiaries of your resource. 
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